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Abstract. Electric vehicle technology is now emerging rapidly and the use of batteries for this purpose is also increasing consistently. 

Battery life optimisation is one of the most important factors to be considered to make the electric vehicles economical to use these 

days. Recycling, reuing, battery materials and temperature considerations play a vital role in a battery life optimization. A detailed 

review is presented herein on electric battery life optimisation by taking some of the factors mentioned above into considerations. 
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І. Introduction 

 

There is no doubt that the automotive gasoline vehicle 

technology in the future is going to be replaced by the 

electronic vehicle (EV) technology. The electric vehicle 

technology is now in full force, with established brands 

committing offering a wider range of pure electric cars in 

the future. This, in turn, increases the demand of EV 

batteries. Hence it is necessary to make the EV batteries 

robust in its usage. EV batteries are designed to give power 

over sustained periods of time. Hence they differ 

from starting, lighting, and ignition batteries. EV batteries 

are usually designed with a high ampere-hour capacity. 

There are various characteristics to be considered for EV 

batteries such as power-to-weight ratio, energy density and 

specific energy. Also compact and lightweight batteries 

reduce the weight of the vehicle and improve its 

performance. The cathode in the metal-air battery has high 

specific energy because it is provided by the surrounding 

oxygen in the air. Batteries such as lead-acid, NiCd, nickel-

metal hydride, lithium-ion, Li-ion polymer, and, less 

commonly, zinc-air and molten-salt batteries are used in the 

electric vehicles which are rechargeable. Lithium-

ion and Lithium polymer battery is best suitable for 

emerging electric cars. This is because of their high energy 

density compared to their weight.  

With this rising technology, batteries are in higher demand. 

But there needs to be a lot of improvement in various sectors 

of battery technology to make it economical to use today. 

Problems such as frequent charging, the low voltage due to 

varying climatic changes, low mileage in electric car, low 

battery life are being faced by an electric vehicle these days. 

A sense of environment friendliness should also be taken 

into consideration while manufacturing of the batteries as it 

contains a lot of harmful chemicals which are having 

undisposable properties. 

 

 

 

ІІ.  Literature Survey 

 

Samvex Saxena et al. [1] states that EV batteries can be used 

well beyond their retirement. The author states that the 

retirement threshold of EV batteries with 70-80% of their 

capacity is overly consective. The article conclusively 

shows that even beyond the threshold capacity the batteries 

continue to meet the daily needs of drivers. The author also 

suggests that the useful life of the batteries can be improved 

by enabling charging in more locations. Based on results the 

article proposes that battery retirement should be defined to 

occur when a battery can no longer meet the daily travel 

need of the driver. A great deal of prior analysis has 

assumed that EV batteries are retired at 70-80% of 

remaining capacity and this article conclusively shows that 

this is an incorrect retirement threshold. The author finally 

concludes that degraded batteries can continue to meet the 

daily travel need of the drivers who have shorter range trips. 

Jungsoo Kim et al. [2] have proposed a multilayer 

perception (MLP) algorithm for a state of health (SOH) of a 

battery instead of using SOH with the battery management 

system (BMS) of an EV. The article states that the 

experimental data for the whole lifetime of a battery, and 

adopt standard charging and discharging pattern does not 

reflect the real world driving pattern. This gives the reason 

to author to use MLP. Based on the expectation analysis of 

classification results, it is shown that the SOH estimation is 

well performed in both trained life span and untrained life 

span. When the algorithm of this work is applied to the 

BMSof an EV, it is expected that users will be provided 

with the health information of the battery at any time while 

driving. Rui Xiong et al. [3] have explained all the detailed 

classification of battery SOH estimation. The article also 

highlights the strengths and weakness of SOH methods. 

Deficiencies of the existing research and improving 

directions are pointed out. SOH estimation with ultrasonic is 

expected to add one-dimensional data to batteries. 

Comparison of direct measurement methods, indirect 

analysis methods, and adaptive filtering methods and data 

driving method of SOH estimation is made. The author also 

suggests that in future advanced sensing, big data and data 

mining and multiagent decision-making techniques will be 

used to determine the SOH for batteries. Ron Adany et al. 

[4] have developed a switching algorithm for a penalty 

function to measure the negative effects of discharge in 

optimal discharge currents. These algorithms are evaluated 

by the author on world-wide driving cycles by simulating 

and the preferences are compared with the common 

discharge method. The results show that the proposed 

algorithms significantly decrease the total penalty, and for 
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some configurations almost eliminate it. Hence, the battery’s 

life can be extended significantly by the proposed 

algorithms in comparison to the common discharge method. 

G. Benveniste et al. [5] states that most commonly used 

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries in Evs can be replaced by 

Lithium-Sulphur (Li-S) to get better results and to overcome 

all the laggings of Li-ion batteries. The article states that Li-

S batteries are better qualified than Li-ion batteries in 

various factors such as safety (better), price (lower) and 

environmental impact (lower). The auther posits that Li-ion 

batteries used in EVs are reaching its theoretical limit (200-

250 Wh/kg). He says that all this lacunas can be solved by 

the use of Li-S batteries in future Evs. Junghoon Lee et al. 

[6] have developed a dual battery management scheme to 

integrate renewable energy. He states that dual battery can 

elevate the intermittency of renewable energy with an 

efficient scheduling mechanism. Ephrem Chemali et al. [7] 

have used Deep Feedforward Neutral Networks (DNN) to 

estimate battery accurate State of Charge (SOC). The results 

from extensive validation tests shown in this article 

illustrates that the DNN offers competitive estimation 

performance. As a result, it is concluded that machine 

learning techniques are powerful tools when applied to Li-

ion battery SOC estimation and potentially to other battery 

diagnostics. Datong Liu et al. [8] has introduced an online 

life cycle health state assessment in a battery management 

system. He has introduced the KPCA algorithm to fuse the 

battery degradation features. Considering complex 

conditions in EVs Li-ion battery cell is tested under the DST 

conditions. The GRA value of the fused degradation feature 

is 0.768 and the εMA of the capacity estimation is only 

11.5630 mAh. This method proposes that this method can be 

applied in EV application with high accuracy and 

robustness.  

 

ІІІ. Battery Materials 

 

Most electric vehicle batteries are lithium based and rely on 

a mix of cobalt, manganese, nickel, and graphite and other 

primary components. Using appropriate anode material also 

increases the efficiency of Li-ion batteries. According to 

Taohua Huang et al. [9], using 2D semiconducting 

borophene (JACS, 2017, 139, 17233) as an anode material 

for batteries like Li-ion and Na-ion increases efficiency in 

various aspects. The article shows that by using this kind of 

anode material provides larger Li/Na adsorption energies (− 

1.62 eV for Li and− 1.41 eV for Na) by avoiding the 

formation of dendrites. According to the calculations, the 

anode material also provides with low diffusion energy (− 

1.62 eV for Li and− 1.41 eV for Na) which ensures easy 

transportation of Li/Na atoms to the surface.  

 

Graphite as anode material for sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) 

according to M.R. Al Hassan et al. [10], it shows amazing 

superlative properties which can be demonstrated by the 

table given below.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Possible Adsorption sites of Li/Na Atom on s: Top View (a) Side View (b). Red Region is the Unit Cell and h is the Height of Adsorption [9]. 

 

TABLE І 

Graphene-Based Few Anode Materials and their Electrochemical Performances for SIBs [10]. 

Compound Specific capacity and cyclic stability Rate capability Synthesis technique Year Ref. 

rGO First discharge capacity around 780 mAhg—1 at 174 mAhg—1 at 40 mAg—1, Modified Hummers' method 2013 [11] 
 200 mAg—1. After 250 cycles 93.3 mAhg—1 93 mAhg—1 at 200 mAg—1    

GNS First discharge capacity 250 mAhg—1 at 220 mAhg—1 at 30 mAg—1, GO reduction and exfoliation 2015  [12] 
 30 mAg—1. After 300 cycles 200 mAhg—1 105 mAhg—1 at 5000 mAg—1    

SnO2/G First discharge capacity 1942 mAhg—1 at 569 mAhg—1 at 40 mAg—1, Hydrothermal 2013  [13] 
 20mAg—1. After 100 cycles 638 mAhg—1 263 mAhg—1 at 320 mAg—1    

SnS2/G First discharge capacity 1339 mAhg—1 at 478 mAhg—1 at 40 mAg—1, Hydrothermal 2014  [14] 
 20mAg—1. After 60 cycles 670 mAhg—1 214 mAhg—1 at 320 mAg—1    

CoS/rGO First discharge capacity ~680 mAhg—1 at 636 mAhg—1 at 100 mAg—1, Solvothermal 2016  [15] 
 100 mAg—1. After 60 cycles 630 mAhg—1 359 mAhg—1 at 5000 mAg—1    

N-doped rGO aerogel First discharge capacity 1019 mAhg—1 at 300 mAhg—1 at 100 mAg—1, Hydrothermal 2017  [16] 
 100 mAg—1. After 200 cycles 287.9 mAhg—1 152 mAhg—1 at 5000 mAg—1    
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MoS2/G First discharge capacity 797 mAhg—1 at 0.2 Ag—1. 427 mAhg—1 at 1 Ag—1, Ultrasonic spray pyrolysis 2015  [17] 
 After 600 cycles 322 mAhg—1 at 1.5 Ag—1 234 mAhg—1 at 10 Ag—1    

SnS/N-doped G First discharge capacity 1099.8 mAhg—1 at 0.1 Ag—1. 913 mAhg—1 at 100 mAg—1, Hydrothermal 2017  [18] 
 After 1000 cycles 509.9 mAhg—1 at 2 Ag—1 405 mAhg—1 at 6000 mAg—1    

Phosphorus/G First discharge capacity 2077 mAhg—1 at 260mAg—1. 1700 mAhg—1 at 520 mAg—1, Ball milling 2014  [14] 
 After 60 cycles around 1700 mAhg—1 750 mAhg—1 at 2600 mAg—1    

CoS/rGO First discharge capacity 756 mAhg—1 at 441 mAhg—1 at 100 mAg—1, Solution mixing and 2017 [19] 
 100 mAg—1. After 30 cycles 346 mAhg—1 307 mAhg—1 at 500 mAg—1 evaporation   

RPQDs/rGO First discharge capacity 1145 mAhg—1 at 902 mAhg—1 at 200 mAg—1, Solution mixing, 2017 [20] 
 200 mAg—1. After 250 cycles 900 mAhg—1 193 mAhg—1 at 4000 mAg—1 hydrazine reduction   

N-doped C/G First discharge capacity 855 mAhg—1 at 582 mAhg—1 at 200 mAg—1, Solution mixing and pyrolysis 2014 [21] 
 100 mAg—1. After 300 cycles 509 mAhg—1 501 mAhg—1 at 3200 mAg—1    

In2S3/G First discharge capacity 852 mAhg—1 at 620 mAhg—1 at 200 mAg—1, Solvothermal and annealing 2017 [22] 

 200 mAg—1. After 60 cycles 550 mAhg—1 335 mAhg—1 at 5000 mAg—1    

G, graphene; GNS, graphene nanosheet; RPQD, red phosphorus quantum dot; rGO, reduced graphene oxide. 

 

Along with these materials, organic battery electrode 

materials (OBEMs) can be designed to offer unique features 

compared to other anode materials. OBEMs are amongst the 

most promising cathode materials to achieve the 500 Wh kg-

1 specific energy target for EV batteries as compared with 

the working potential and specific capacity of inorganic 

intercalation compounds (IICs) and sulfur [23]. Also along 

with anode materials, binders also play a major role in 

increasing the efficiency of the EV batteries. Yue Ma et al. 

[24] states binders as a “neutral network” which connects 

the electrode and provides a pathway to the entire electrode 

matrix. The article also states that in the presence of oxide 

species including KO2 and Li2O2 in Li-O2 battery the 

traditional polymer binder is chemically stable which leads 

to the conclusion that both electrochemically and chemically 

stable species must be used in Li-O2 batteries. 

 

IV. Temperature Constraints 

 

While utilization of portable types of equipments or electric 

vehicles, lithium-ion batteries have presently no competitor 

in terms of life solidity or durability. Most of the 

applications that stand in need of high power rechargeable 

batteries that can perform at a high temperature (>100 °C) 

but there is a limited temperature range of -25 °C to 60 °C 

[25]. In new energy vehicles and power grids due to their 

high current discharge, compact size, long service life, and 

maintenance free the lithium iron phosphate batteries have 

been extensively used as comparatively close to the present 

years [25, 26]. Correspondingly [26], it is essential to study 

the battery designing and the SOC assessment arrangement 

at low temperature, which is of tremendous suggestions for 

a battery to execute attentively and increase the battery 

power accomplishment under various temperature 

conditions.  

SOC Estimation at Low Temperature: For calculating the 

mileage of new energy electric vehicles and modern energy 

terms the battery state of charge (SOC) criteria plays an 

important role. The system parameters of the ith SOC 

element points to the open circuit voltage of different SOC 

points is as follows.  

 

𝐻𝑖 = 𝑂𝐶𝑉(𝑖) − 𝑂𝐶𝑉(𝑖 − 1)  / 𝑆𝑂𝐶 (𝑖) − 𝑆𝑂𝐶 (𝑖 − 1) 

 

Where, SOC = State of Charge, OCV = Open Circuit 

Voltage, i-th = Parameter of ith SOC feature points, H = 

Kalman filter algorithm. 

 

Here only ‘H’ is calculated with the known temperature and 

SOC points, for unknown temperature and SOC points, ‘H’ 

is still included from known points [26]. Device for EVs is 

lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries as regarded because of their 

higher energy density, higher specific power, lighter weight, 

lower self-discharge rates, higher recyclability and longer 

cycle life than other rechargeable batteries such as lead-acid, 

nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd), nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) 

batteries [27]. The SONY®US18650VTC5 batteries with a 

rated capacity of 2.5Ah and the initial SOC is assumed to be 

50%, while the other OPTIUM®LiFePO4 batteries are rated 

capacity of 5Ah and the value is 80% [28]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE II 

Parameters of the LiFePO4 Battery Cell [29]. 

 

Parameter Value 

Nominal Voltage, Vnom (v) 3.2 

Capacity, Qbat Cell (Ah) 60 

Battery Cell Weight, Mbat Cell (kg) 2 

Max Discharge Current (A) + or -540 

Operating Temperature Window (c) -20 to 45 

 

At low temperatures, PHEVs suffer low battery 

performance. Li-ion batteries can experience significant 

capacity loss for several reasons: 

1) The electrolyte becomes viscous and even partially 

solidified, which results in low ionic conductivity. 

2) The compatibility between the electrolyte and electrode is 

deteriorated; 3) the cathode is delithiated and the anode is 

over-lithiated [29]. 

The advantages by Energy Management strategy due to the 

rapid response time the EV are requested to be met or 

recovered by the ultracapacitor for instantaneous power 

demand and the recoveries [30]. 
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Fig. 2 General Power Sharing Scheme [30]. 

 

Li-ion batteries have chemical processes that are largely 

exothermic. The thermal management of Li-ion battery 

systems is critical to the success of all electric vehicles as 

the extreme temperature can affect performance, reliability, 

safety, and lifespan of electric vehicles [31]. By increased 

application of ready for using the energy even at low 

temperatures, which in turn no doubt increases it allows full 

improvement of developmental braking energy and the 

vehicle journey range by approximately 50% at −40 °C. At 

the point of driving, the vehicles would also be primed for 

fast recharging after driving with the battery remaining 

temperature high, near room temperature [32]. 

 

 

 

V. Battery Recycling 

 

The present Lithium low prices it is economically damaging 

to repair due to ongoing industrial operations are focused on 

improving cobalt and new beneficial as well as profitable 

metals. Cells that were released to 0.5V formed small red 

flames and fumes, display a promising safety problem. To 

test whether setting free to 0.0V is indeed enough to open 

batteries in air LiCoO2 pouch cells were opened they had a 

theoretical capacity of 3.0 Ah, nominal voltage 3.7V, energy 

mass of 195 Wh/kg, and a weight of 57 g. Cells that were 

released to 0.0 V composed nor yet flames nor fumes nor 

did they show any documentation feedback. Opening in 

water outcome in an exothermic reaction and the production 

of hydrogen gas, which is hazardous. LIBs can be 

dismantled by automated processes which regain leftover 

energy, their cells can be laid off, which restore useful 

electronics for restating which restore important electronics 

for reuse [33].  

Li-ion batteries have previously found usage in delicate 

operations, containing road-transport and aviation. Li-ion 

batteries contain lithium, oxygen and a flammable 

electrolyte at this time an installed technological challenge 

when it comes to safety. Li-ion batteries are transported 

daily on flights by passengers, in portable electronics. For 

detail through extended access charge or short circuiting to 

the level of decay its metal oxide, the Li-ion batteries are 

thermal escaped: if a battery cell is extremely heated could 

explosion into flames because of the reaction of released 

oxygen with lithium [34]. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Production Structure of Li-ion Battery Industry [34]. 

 

 
TABLE III 

Projected Cumulative World Battery Material Demand to 2025 (1000 tons) 

[35]. 

 

Element 
Projected Demand USGS 

Reserve

s 
If all NMC is 

low-Co(811) 

If all NMC is 

high-Co (111) 

Lithium 230 230 16,000 

Cobalt 790 910 7,100 

Nickel 580 340 74,000 
 

At the same time, demand is wanted to carry on its fast 

growth due to large numbers of batteries will not be ready 

for use for recycling until 10–20 years after mass-market 

penetration, needing much more material than recycling 

could supply. Nevertheless, compressing costs and other 

force of destruction, and decreasing reliance on foreign 

materials provides additional benefits, including restraining 

unspoiled material prices.The ability to recycle through 

abate energy usage and emissions in EV battery production 

and the Life-cycle investigation of battery production and 

recycling processes has determined [35]. 

MATERIALS

Lithium, aluminum,

copper, graphite,

cobalt, nickel, iron...

CELL

COMPONENTS

Cathode, anode, separator,

electrolyte, foils, vent...

CELLS

LCO, NMC, NCA,

LMO, LFP...

BATTERYPACK

BMS

Applications

Portable electronics, 
EV,power tools,medical 

devices.
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A total recycling procedure for LIBs generally needs two 

typical processes: physical processes and chemical 

processes. The physical processes consist of pretreatments, 

such as dismantling, crushing, screening, magnetic 

separation, washing, thermal pretreatment, etc. The 

chemical processes can be classified into pyrometallurgical 

processes and hydrometallurgical processes, in which 

leaching, separation, extraction, and 

chemical/electrochemical precipitation are usually involved 

[36]. The recovery methods of components on LIB cells, 

especially cathode materials, can be divided into 

hydrometallurgy, pyrometallurgy, biometallurgy, and 

combination methods. The flow diagram of the typical 

recycling process is shown in fig [37]. 

 
Fig. 4 Flow-Chart Showing Typical Recycling Process [37]. 

It occurs that Li2CO3 does not reach battery grade quality to 

open loop recycling where it is renewed, alternatively of 

primary Li2CO3 in basic demand sectors such as glass, glass-

ceramics, ceramics, alloys, aluminum production the 

recycled material can be used. The closed-loop recycling is 

assumed, meaning that secondary Li2CO3 reaches a quality 

that allows its reuse in the fabrication of new Li-ion batteries 

for EV as well as non-automotive applications [38]. 

 

VІ. Reuse of EV Batteries 

 

Reusing the EV battery is the best measure which can be 

taken to optimize its use. According to Lluc Canals Casals et 

al. [39], batteries can possess 80% capacity even after its 

eight or ten year’s warranty period. As Li-ion batters are 

much expensive as compared to other batteries by taking the 

economic conditions in mind the Sunbatt project was 

originated which describes the applications as follows: 

Support to EV fast charge, self-consumption, and area 

regulation and, transmission deferral. Along with this 

battery rest of useful life (RUL) can endure up to 12 years 

by offering renewable electricity generation. 

 

Fig. 5 Circular Economy of Re-Used Batteries [39]. 

 

As per S. Rohr et al. [40] exceeding critical limits like deep 

discharge during battery life, non-linear change in capacity 

and increasing cell spreading is the major risk in lifetime 

prediction. Also according to this literature investigation 

of linear cell aging and these uncertainties, up to battery 

pack level, helps in identifying correlations between 

operating  conditions and the according to failure 

distribution. Also, applications of this article can be 

extended to real world automotive applications. However, 

the results of this article are just the starting point to reduce 

risk in reusing Li-ion batteries. 

Brilliant work by Zhiyu Huang et al. [41] is done in 

optimizing stand-alone PV-hydrogen-retired battery hybrid 

energy system. This article is about the reusing of the retired 

electric vehicle batteries (REVBs) and discusses the design 

and sizing optimization of the entire system. It focuses on 

three aspects, firstly, the model of capacity fading of Li 

battery cells which gives space for the more realistic result 

for design. Secondly, the article has proposed a fantastic 

power management property to regulate the energy flow to 

protect the REVB. Thirdly, multiple objectives like 

including minimizing loss of power supply, new indicator 

(potential energy supply) and system cost are considered. 

One of the interesting facts about the article is that it 

includes the usage of NSGA-II algorithm to generate the 

Pareto set of a case for residual usage. This can be 

demonstrated by the following flow chart. 

 

Fig. 6 Framework of the Optimization Design Using NSGA-II [41]. 

 

Mattia Barbero et al. [42] states that second life EV battery 

has interesting markets. The case study combines the 

knowledge of battery aging process and economic analysis. 

The study by the author shows that the lifespan of the EV 

batteries can be increased by 35% by including its 2nd life 

use in building applications. Also, the study reviles that the 

aging of the battery can be beneficial in the final results, by 

indicating the participation of FCR markets which reduces 

the amortization costs of the battery by maintaining the 

economic incomes due to the reduction of aging per kWh 

delivered (aging/cycle).  
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VІІ. Conclusion 

 

In this review an extensive study is done which deals with 

different anode materials along with binders. An extensive 

study is done by various authors to study the increase in 

absorption capacity of the batteries by using different anode 

materials. A brief study is also mentioned in this review by 

using graphite and organic components as anode materials. 

To lengthen and upgrade the thermal tolerance of Li-ion 

batteries performing at higher temperatures will need much 

extra research specifically because most of the studies don’t 

interrogate temperatures exceeding 60 ˚C. Article also posits 

the studied method for judging SOC using a Kalman 

filtering algorithm at low temperature. Categorization of the 

current BTMS studies according to its thermal cycle options 

and the BTMS using VCC has been used to most of the EVs 

because of its benefits of making use of current AC systems 

to cool or heat the battery. The article also states the heating 

necessities of PHEVs at sub-zero temperatures and 

important reasons for the capacity loss. The method of self-

heating while driving is found to be very energy-effective 

and fast, with the heating energy supplied from both stored 

battery energy and vehicle braking energy. The present 

industrial processes of recycling Li-ion batteries do not 

restore enough amount of lithium to meet forecast appeal 

from automotive Li-ion battery manufacturers. Within the 

entire simple cost decline are required to permit a continous 

speed upmarket production particularly for EV, and an 

extending territory of applications, most particularly the use 

of Li-ion batteries in power supply systems. Their recycling 

would have environmental and confidentially economic 

profits, but none of the various methods for their recycling is 

perfect, each has its own disadvantages and advantages. 

With the boom of EVs in the world and scarcity of raw 

material of lithium ion battery, the methods to solve the 

recycling problem will be a big challenge in the near future. 

A brief literature study also shows that reusing the EV 

batteries is not only a good factor considering environmental 

issues but also makes EV batteries very economical. 

According to the literature review EV batteries can endure 

up to 12 years in its 2nd life and can be used in building and 

renewable energy generation applications. 
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